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Terrorism has no religion
Anita Nehra1
Terrorism is a crime against humanity because it targets innocent people. Terrorist activities are not
done by any one community or religion. As you all know we have been continuously blaming Muslims
for all the terrorist attacks that are taking place or took place in the past, but terrorism has no religion or
race. You can't blame a religion or a community for crime committed by a person or a group of people.
Like I am Hindu, I am not prefect but my religion is prefect. I commit a crime, blame me not my religion.
Same for the Muslims. So if any one commit a crime blame him not the whole community or a religion.
It's never a religion which is corrupt, but it merely once thought and actions. For few evils- we blame all
community or all Muslims. As a human being it is very much disappointing. People are not prefect but
Islam is perfect. So Buddhist terrorist, Hindu terrorist, Muslim terrorist - that wording is wrong. Any
person who wants to indulge in violence is no longer a genuine Buddhist, Hindu or Muslim because it is a
Muslim teaching that once you are involved in bloodshed you are no longer a genuine practitioner of
Islam. All major world religious traditions carry the same message- the message of love, compassion,
morality, caring, forgiveness, tolerance, contentment, surviving humanities, self-discipline. So these are
common ground and common practice on that level we can build genuine harmony on the basis of
mutual respect, mutual learning, mutual admiration. This shows that no religion has any place of
terrorism. People who spread terrorism in the name of religion are the once who don't follow it. As
Aamir khan said "people who spread terrorism or do it, have no connection with mazhab or religion,
then whether he is of any religion- Muslim, Hindu, Sikh, Christian. However they believe that they are
doing it for religion but they have no relation with religion, because if they actually followed it, they will
know Mazhab teaches us Love."
Muslims in history also never allowed the killing of civilians, even in the midst of war. There is no
respected Islamic scholar here in Saudi Arabia or any where else in the Muslim world who would
support terrorism. Allah says in Quran "tertorism has no place in Islam and whoever kills an innocent life,
it is if he had killed all the Humanity and Mankind and if one saves an innocent person it like if he has
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saves whole of mankind. Every religion has their extremists and they really doesn't affect or reflect the
religion and you can't judge or blame a religion just because of few extremists.
Most of the people misconceptualised even the Muslims think Jihad means holy warand to kill the
people. But that is not teaching of Islam. Jihad in the real sense means to strive, to struggle, to try and
work hard. Prophet Muhammad stated that the biggest Jihad is Jihad-ul-nafs. It means to go against
one's own bad qualities and to reveal the goodness of oneself. We need to do Jihad. The word Jihad is
mention in the Quran about 41 times and the word mercy, peace and compassion are mentioned about
3555 times. Thus contrary to popular belief in most western cultures- Islam is a religion that preaches
peace and tolerance. Those who commit terrorism in the name of Allah blaspheme the name of Allah.
The terrorists are traitors to their own faith and trying to hijack Islam itself. The enemy is not our many
Muslim friends, it is not our many Arab friends. Our enemy is a radical network of terrorists, every govt.
that supports them and media.

One of most common question of non-muslim is that if Islam is the religion then why you find most of
the terrorists, robbers Muslims? The reply is that the one of the major factor for this Impression "that all
the terrorists are Muslims" is the media. Media picks up the bulshit of community and they portrait as
those exemplary Muslims. Whenever they got information they mauling the Muslims. For example, we
know 1996- the biggest attack on American soil. More than hundred people kill. It came headlinemidlist conspiracy- Muslims to blaim. Later on they came to know, it was two American soldiers hit
come once and vanishes.
When they don't know culprit- that come those days headlines. When they know culprit- after one or
two days the news goes out.
50 years old Muslim man marrying eighteen years old girl- it becomes headline. But when 50 years old
non-muslim man rape a six year old girl- it is news brief. When a Muslim taking permission, marrying a
girl with her will and with her parents will, it doesn't goes down from throat of media but when a non
Muslim tapes a minor girl without her permission- it becomes news brief.
We take another example. In Puna Bombay blast nine people were killed, suspect was Muslim. There is
not 100% sure that this is done by Muslim or not but suspect is always Muslim.
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On the same day, the Mavist- they killed sixteen police man (not civilians) it becomes news brief. Here
we can see that where there is Muslim suspect and killed nine civilians- this becomes news head. On the
other hand, sixteen police man killed by Mavist- this is a news bread.
Thus if you really want to know Islam, don't look at Muslims or people's talks, look at the scriptures, look
at the glorious Quran and the sai-hadid as if you really test drive a car, put behind the stair wheel an
expert driver because if there is accident- we don't blame car, we will blame driver. In the same way we
should not blame religion for wrong act, we should blame particular person or group of persons.
As we see muslims throughout their history never allowed the killing of civilians. Last week seven
Bangladeshi terrorists hacked to death 22 people at an upscale cafe in Shaka's diplomatic enclave.
Besides, three suicide bombings recently sticked across Saudi Arabia in a single day, including an attack
at Islam's second holiest site, the Prophet's Mosque in Medina, where four security guards were killed.
Hitler who killed eleven million people was not a Muslim. Mai Tse Tsung who killed twenty million
people was not a Muslim. Twenty million people were killed by Joseph Stalin who was not a Muslim. In
world war I 17 million deaths were caused that is not done by the Muslims. 55 million deaths in WWII
were not caused by Muslims. Five million deaths in Vietnam war are not caused by Muslims. Two lakhs
deaths in Nagasaki and Hiroshima bombings were not caused by Muslims. Twelve million deaths in the
Iraq war were not caused by Muslims. Three million deaths in Combodia were not caused by Muslims. In
Afghanistan thousands of death were caused not by Muslims. Five lakh deaths in Bosnia and Kosava
were not caused by Muslims. Benito Mussolini who killed four lakh people was not a Muslim.
Vaibhav virawat who is padadhikari of Sanathan Santha, eight bombs were found in his home. He not a
Muslim, he is Hindu. This all shows that terrorist is not only done by Muslims. It can be done by anyone.
Terrorism has no religion. As every government officers are not bribers, not all Muslims are terrorists.
Islam doesn't support terrorism in any circumstances. Islam prohibits a Muslim from attacking innocent
civilians. Terrorism goes against every principal in Islam. If a Muslim engages in terrorism, he is not
following Islam. He may be wrongly using the name of Islam for political or other gains.
The object of terrorism is to terrorise society by killing people and this gain strength to achieve its
ideological gains. For example, the Racist Ku Klux Klan organisation which emerged in America ruthlessly
tortured and murdered many innocent people simply because they were black. In the same way under
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Stalin's bloody regime some forty million people were killed in the Soviet union just for opposing
communist ideology.
As we say, for every disease, there is a cure. The disease spreading as terrorism plants the seeds of fear,
hatred, dissension among people. The cure to this disease is the unity of citizens.
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